Performance of Kudumbashree
in Agriculture sector

Lease Land Farming (LLF) - 2004-06
Kudumbashree entered into the feld of ag riculture since 2004 with in the frame work
of Community Based Organization. The
community Development societies ( CDS
) , Area Development Societies (ADS )
mobilized the women farmers for lease
land farming from Neighbourhood Groups
(NHGs) the grass root level organization .
Many of the women under took farming as
their own livelihood. The concept of lease
land farming came when it was realized
that women from Neighbourhood Groups
(NHGs), especially the small and marginal
farmers are interested in farming as their income source. Men as a whole moving out
of agriculture and in the course of time big
farmers transformed their cultivation from
food crops to cash crops which is more remunerative. As Kerala is highly food defcit
state it was found essential to bring agriculture back and thus the situation was congenial to organize women farmers in the sec-

tor. Kudumbashree put an effort to mobilize
women farmers from the NHGs either for
individual farming or organized to groups.
Most of these women farmers are landless or
having only marginal lands, they were motivated to take up the fallow land on lease. In
order to facilitate their sustained existence
Kudumbashree came up with the scheme to
incentivize the farming sector with the assistance from State Government. Area incentive was given to landless farmers who had
taken land on lease and on completion of
planting, where as production incentive was
given to both who were cultivating in own
farm or on lease lands. The incentives disbursed only after the harvest which is 10 %
of the production cost. For those BPL members who undertook cultivation as individuals in their own land were also given incentives. Assistance were sanctioned only when
Commercial cultivation is undertaken, ie
individuals cultivating more than 0.1 Ha and
groups cultivating more than 0.8 Ha were
considered as commercial cultivators. For

those groups who followed organic farming,
an additional 50 percent of the incentive is
provided when certifcation from agriculture
offce was received.
Efforts were also taken for convergence of
lease land programme with various departments like Local Self Government and Agriculture. In the initial years, the programme
could not gain much momentum and only
very less area was brought into cultivation.
The main reason was that, land owners were
not ready to give land on lease for the poor
women groups as there was cynicism in
leasing out of land. Even the convergence
element was not that successful as there was
no plan for convergence. There was also
strict monitoring procedure. Monthly MIS
from districts were sent to the State Mission.
Even though area cultivated was less as per
the MIS, incentives could not be provided to
even that much area. During 2004-05 only
9620 ha could be brought under cultivation
and 0.36 crore distributed as incentive. In
2005-06 there was a hike in area (16133.6
ha) but incentives distributed was drastically lesser than the previous year. It was just
0.0019 crore.

21805 ha was brought under cultivation and
an incentive of 3.03 crore was distributed for
31000 groups and 249741 benefciaries.
During 2008-09, 27270ha was cultivated by
39770 groups and 291074 benefciaries. An
incentive of Rs 7.99 crores was distributed.
From 2008 Lease land farming took a different turn by incorporating various activities.
The thrust of agriculture activities shifted to
Food security rather than Commercial cultivation.

Incentive
The rate of incentives for various crops was
calculated based on the cost of cultivation.
More crops were added based on the request
from various districts .It is taken care to
avoid Incentive support for plantation crops
as the thrust is towards food security at both
micro and macro level. The rate of incentive
varied for own land and lease land. Ten percent extra of the incentive rate is given for
lease land.
All these years from 2006 even though the
activities could be scaled up it was not able
to provide incentives for all the groups in
time.

Organized LLF - 2006-2009
During 2006 it was realised that, if incentives did not reach those who are eligible,
this could de-motivate them and paves way
for taking up other activities which can pose
threat to our state with regard to agriculture.
Hence the mission took up scaling activities
both in terms of area and incentive distribution. During the initial year, no much increase
in area was observed but care was taken to
provide incentive. For an area of 17370.14
ha, Rs0.65 crore was distributed. This was
achieved by 26499 groups and 234812 benefciaries. During 2007-2008 an area of

Convergence
To make farming more proftable, maximum
convergence is brought in through various
departments and other institutes and agencies- Local Self Government, Agriculture,
Kerala Agricultural University, VFPCK etc.
CDS Action Plan
Collective farming is made one of the elements in CDS action plan. In the beginning
of every year, each CDS has to submit the

action plan in which the area proposed to be
cultivated under various crops by particular
number of groups will be made available.
This helps the local self government to plan
their agriculture related projects accordingly.
Thus the CDS action Plan becomes the demand plan for the Panchayaths to formulate
the projects and further incorporate into the
action plan for the Panchayaths.

of 25062 ha was cultivated. Care was taken
to process all the application without delay
and incentives distributed for the all eligible
Idea and preliminary discussion for organising the Collective farming groups into Joint
Liability groups (JLGs) also started by 2010.
A guideline was formulated during March
2010 for shaping JLGs.

Integrating into NREGS and other agricultural projects

Evaluation to Joint Liability Groups –
2010 onwards

The land development and water conservation activities for the farming groups are
supported through the National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme as per the eligibility. This further helps in reducing the
costs. The groups are also made eligible for
the subsidies for the inputs provided through
Krishibhavans and Panchayaths.
Panchayaths provided space for conducting
markets for sale of the agricultural produce
Collective Farming - 2009-2010

Out of the previous experiences it was found
that the main constraint for the groups is
agricultural credit. Even if they manage to
procure credit it was of very high interest
especially from the money lenders (where
the interest rate goes up to 20%) and also as
gold loan from banks. They even procured
internal loan from NHG at the rate of 12%.
As it was high time to intervene in this,
Kudumbashree started its effort to bring the
farming groups under institutional credit
with a very low interest rate. This ultimately
led to the formation of Joint Liability groups.
A guideline was formulated during 2010 and
from April 2010 onwards, farming groups are
organised as Joint Liability groups (JLGs).
The concept of individual farming was taken
out with the introduction of JLGs. Based on
the feld experience; guideline was modifed
in September 2010. The groups are required
to abide by the guidelines of Kudumbashree
which was framed based on the NABARD
concept.

Taking in to consideration that there were
more Individuals than groups in farming
sector and there was a wide difference between the groups and benefciaries with re duced the per head proft, in 2009 the name
of the Lease Land Farming was changed to
Collective Farming. Strict monitoring was
done to promote farming in small groups.
Only those who are eligible were allowed
to cultivate individually. In collective farming, most of the groups took land on lease
for cultivation. CBO and Panchayaths assist
groups to fnd out land for cultivation and
negotiate the lease rate. Government fallow
land was also provided for the groups wherever possible.
Thus in 2009-2010 46444 groups engaged in
farming with 232220 benefciaries. An area

Unique Identifcation number (UID)
Each JLG is given a Unique Identifcation
Number when they are registered in the
CDS. Thus tracking is made possible with

this identifcation number. The Primary re sponsibility of monitoring lies with the
ADS.
The incentives will be credited in the saving
account of the group instead of providing the
amount through CDS. Incentives are credited in two ways
1.

2.

The District mission directly credit
the amount to the savings bank ac
count of the groups
List and amount eligible for the
groups will be sent to the CDS there
by crediting the same in the respec
tive accounts. Crediting incentives
in the savings Bank account of the
group ensures accountability.

Institutional Credit and Interest Subsidy
Scheme
Apart from the benefts the groups received
as before, these JLGs are brought under institutional credit with the support of interest
subsidy scheme.

Institutional Credit and Interest Subsidy
Scheme
Apart from the benefts the groups received
as before, these JLGs are brought under institutional credit with the support of interest
subsidy scheme.

Government of Kerala Interest Subsidy
Scheme
The interest subsidy scheme for Kudumbashree NHGs and JLGs was sanctioned
vide GO (Rt) No 2725/09/LSGD dated

22.10.2009. SLBC has approved operational guidelines for Interest Subsidy scheme on
14.1.2010. Clause 2.b of guidelines mentions
that Kudumbashree Joint Liability Groups
(JLG) doing collective farming will also be
eligible if they avail bank loan.
The Interest rate under the scheme is 9 %
per annum as applicable to agricultural loans
provided by various banks (7% in case of
interest subvention-In the case of eligibility for central interest subvention for agricultural loan of 2+2%, the effective interest
rate would be 0-2%).The JLG is required to
pay only 2-4% interest and principal due to
the bank. The bank is to claim the remaining 5 % per annum from Kudumbashree.
Repayment period is 12 months or less depending upon the cropping period for a JLG
collective farming loan (as in the case of
short term loan).The interest subsidy of the
particular loan will be paid as single installment to the bank in the frst month after loan
is sanctioned and disbursed to JLG.JLG may
be allowed to foreclose the loan even before
1 year depending on the nature of the crop.
Interest subsidy shall be paid up to period
of foreclosure. JLGs may avail repeat loan
within 1 year from the date on which frst
loan was sanctioned. They will be permitted
to avail of the beneft of the loan for a period
of three years.
Meetings were conducted with the banks to
negotiate for having a common set of banking procedures for Kudumbashree JLGs
across the state especially with regard to
the documents to be produced by the groups
while opening the savings bank and loan
bank account which could reduce the complexity for both bank and the groups.

NABARD Promotional Incentive
For each JLG formed and linked, NABARD

encourages the Facilitating agency by providing an incentive of Rs 2000 per JLG.
Here in this case CDS is made eligible for
the promotional incentive and the amount is
utilized for the JLG activities.
Kissan Credit Card
JLGs are made eligible for the Kissan Credit Card Scheme. KCC will be issued in the
name of president/secretary with the consent
of other members. For this Hypothecation
certifcate of the crop should be signed by
President/ Secretary. In this scheme, for the
Kudumbashree JLGs apart from getting 5
% subsidy on interest, the groups can retake
the amount once paid back and also need to
pay interest only for the amount left as loan.
In addition each member is eligible for Personal accidental insurance. Groups can continue in the scheme for three years with one
time documentation.

Monitoring and Management Information System
A strict monitoring and MIS is put in place.
Collective farming by JLGs of Kudumbashree are subjected to an intense scrutiny
mechanism. During the process of formulation of the CDS Action Plan itself, the ward
wise details of the number of groups that
intend to take up cultivation and the crop
and extent of area proposed would become
available for the whole Panchayath/ ULB.
This information helps the LSG Council to
determine supporting interventions from
LSG and departmental plan funds and to the
Banker for projecting the credit plan for agricultural activities. The CDS Action Plan is
discussed and supervised in the Evaluation
Committee of the CDS, comprising of the
LSG President/Chairman/Mayor, all Standing Committee Chair Persons, departmental

offcers, Bankers and representatives of the
CDS. The Evaluation Committee will be the
forum that keeps continual track of the progress of cultivation by the JLGs of the area.
The CDS has an internal mechanism to facilitate collective farming by JLGs. There is
a separate subcommittee of the CDS for the
purpose, and at the ADS (Ward) level too,
one member is assigned the responsibility of
co-ordination and follow up

MIS:
Groups keep register on their farm activities,
economics, calendar of operations, in turn
produce to ADS, CDS and then DMT. The
digitized MIS for collective farming that has
already been developed will be deployed at
the CDS level wherein details of JLGs, cultivation undertaken, loans and interest subsidy availed will be captured and reported.
The MIS will generate CDS wise, district
wise and state wise reports.

Key performance
2004-06
•
Formative years of intervention in
agriculture as lease land farming
•
Isolated farming
•
Un organized, lack of proper moni
toring system and MIS
•
Improper distribution of incentives
•
Very less area under cultivation

2006-2009
•
More organized
•
Timely processing of application
and
provision of incentives for
all eligible ben efciaries
•
Revision of incentives based on

•
•
•
•
•

type of farming, area un
der cultivation, crop used.
Brought in CDS action plan
Integration with NREGS
Convergence with Samagra Projects
Field verifcation through Resource
Persons
Scaling up of activities-brought
more area under farming including
fallow lands, more number of benef
ciaries and wide range of crops

2009-2010
•
Lease land farming renamed as Col
lective farming
2010-2011
•
A paradigm shift
•
organized the farming groups to
Joint Liability Groups(JLGs) for ac
cessing institutional credit and prop

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

er monitoring
JLG consist of 4-to 10 members
with a president and secretary
Groups registered in CDS with an
affliation number
Brought under the purview of inter
est subsidy scheme(5% subsidy on
7% interest agricultural loan)
NABARD promotional incentive
for CDS for forming and linking
JLGs
Digitized MIS
JLG campaign for awareness cre
ation
Insurance for JLGs-National Agri
cultural Insurance Scheme through
Banks and State Agricultural Insur
ance Through Krishibhavans
Eligible for Kissan Credit Card
Scheme

Achievements over years
Sl.
no

Financial
year

No of groups

Benefciaries

Area(ha)

Incentive(Crore
Rs)

2004-05

9620

0.36

2005-06

16133.6

0.0019

1

2006-07

26499

234812

17370.14

0.65

2

2007-08

31680

249741

21805

3.03

3

2008-09

39770

291074

27270

7.99

4

2009-10

46444

232220

25062

20.12

5

2010-11

39734

175835

19850

7.8

6.

2011-12

47597

254889

47215.5

Kissan Credit card issued: 200

Evolving Challenges in the Sector
Availability of Land
>>
Suitable Land availability is a major
concern as groups mainly depends on lease
land for their cultivation. Majority of the
members are either landless or having only
meager area.
>>
More often the land owners offered
their land only for a short period, which in
turn sustain a heavy loss for the group and
sometimes rate levied by land owners in different locality differs.
>>
Fragmented lands is a measure challenge as the majority of the group have to
take distantly placed plots which often
cause more diffcult to manage rather than a
contiguous plot .
Irrigation Facility
>>
The farming group has to expend a
huge amount for irrigation. Scarcity of water
is one of the issues that need to be addressed.
High electricity rate also bring more diffculties among the groups as they are not
included in the subsidies for irrigation facilities provided from agricultural department.
>>
Women farmers are not aware in
Judicious management of irrigation water,
water conservation and also maintenance of
soil health, soil conservation etc
MKSP - Mahila Kissan Sasakthikaran Pariyojana MKSP a sub component under the
National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM)
focuses on reducing the gender gap in agriculture, by promoting drudgery reduction
systems and sustainable agricultural practices to be followed by women farmers. MKSP
project
is envisaged for enhancing the capacity of
women as farmers, and reversing the biases
in resource and technology allocation for
women in agriculture. MKSP project was

converged with the ongoing JLG farming
activity of Kudumbashree with the aim of
enhancing the capacity of the landless women farmers and for the creation of favorable
ecosystem for women in all the value chain
activity of the cultivation.
Community Resource Persons – Master
farmer strategy
Agriculture extension was a seen as major
thrust area for the improvement of agriculture in the country. Numerous schemes and
programmes were launched for addressing the issue of knowledge and technology
transfer for the farmers. But majority of
these programmes were designed to address
the issues of agriculture with “male” being
the farmer. The roles of women in agriculture were neglected and accordingly most
of the extension programmes by design excluded the women. The intended knowledge
transfers were limited up to male farmers.
In this scenario the success of MKSP project depended on creating a new paradigm of
agriculture extension services aimed at the
making the knowledge transfer reach every
women farmer. After numerous brain storm ing sessions, consultation and observing best
practices across the world, it was decided
that a new model of women centric extension service would be established, combining best of community management and
peer to peer learning. Accordingly women
master farmer programme was rolled out in
the state, under which experienced women farmers were selected from each of the
Panchyat after a preliminary screening undertaken a by panel comprising of agriculture offcers, Kudumabshree mission staff,
Local self Governance Department staff and
other eminent farming personalities of the
Panchyat. These selected women farmers
were provided intensive training on best ag-

riculture a practices by Krishi Vigyan Kendra (KVK), Agriculture Universities and
other allied institutions for various period
of time. Intensive training and constant interaction with people engaged in agriculture
has helped in enhancing the knowledge base
of the women master farmers greatly and
over the time these master farmers evolved
as the resource pool for agriculture at each
of the Panchyat. Currently 4-5 JLGs are attached with each of the master farmers and
they assist these JLG in all the activities related with agriculture. Since these master
farmers are women, the JLG members are
readily able connect with the master farmers and are able to present their problems in
a better way, also since the master farmers
are from the community itself, better adoption rate of technology advised by them has
been observed in the JLGs. Hence it can be
observed that the master farmer strategy has
been a great success in the rolling out of
the MKSP project in the state and currently
Kudumbasree has more than 10,000 trained
master farmers acting as the frst line of agri culture extension agents for the JLGs.
Farmer Felicitation centers
Drudgery reduction forms a important component under the MKSP and mechanization
of farming activity is seen as a alternative
for drudgery reduction. But since majority
of the JLG members are poor women undertaking farming on lease land, they are unable
to afford the high cost of machinery used in
agriculture activity. Accordingly to over come this issue a community level agriculture machine pool was planned in each of
the 978 rural CDS/ Panchyat. This plan was
executed under the name of Farmer Felicitation Centre such that a common place/ room
was identifed in each of the Panchyat and
agriculture machinery according to local re-

quirements were purchased and kept at the
centers for renting out to demanding JLGs.
The management of the FFC was entrusted
with a committee formed among the master
farmers of the respective CDS with overall
monitoring by CDS chairperson. The revenue generated from renting out the machinery is used for the administrative expenses
of the FFC. Currently the FFC are promoted
as local knowledge dissemination centers,
for agriculture and allied activity such that
training manuals, publication, agriculture
magazines etc are made available at each of
the FFC for better and effcient knowledge
dissemination. Currently 978 FFC has been
established and are acting as knowledge and
service delivery points in rural villages
Human resource development –
training and capacity building activity of
women farmers Productivity enhancement
from agriculture is a dominant discourse in
the MKSP project, and achievement of this
objective majorly depends on the human
resources development of the participants.
As described earlier the participant of this
programme are rural landless women farmers whom are historically excluded from
the normal extension and capacity building
activity undertaken in the realms of agriculture. Hence the importance of capacity
building and training is even more for the
MKSP project. Understanding this requirement Kudumbasree evolved multiple training strategies aimed at different level of participants. Orientation and capacity building
training were undertaken for all the members
of the JLG of the state, in which modern and
sustainable agriculture practices were introduced the farmers, more than 1, 95,000
women farmers were trained under this
component. The trainings were undertaken
by the master farmers and resource pool

identifed at each of the rural CDS Techni cal training on agriculture and allied activity
were provided for more than 55,000 women
farmers selected from 47,000 JLG spread
across the state. These training were more
intensive and were provided by KVK and
other agriculture allied research institutions.
The farmers were exposed to most modern and sustainable agricultural practices,
demonstration plots and feld experiments.
Training on Mechnisation was provided to
more than 900 master farmers, whom were
made charge of the FFC. These master farmers were provided a holistic training on all
the aspect of the agriculture machines purchased in their FFC, including its working,
repairing and maintenance All these training
and capacity building activity helped in increasing the agriculture knowledge base of
the women farmer and in the adoption of
sustainable and effcient agriculture and al lied production system
Creation of agriculture friendly ecosystem
Agriculture is a culmination of many activities starting from land preparation and seed
selection to marketing of product and value
added products. Kudumbashree believes
that agriculture supporting intervention
should be present in all the spheres of
activity related with agriculture and should
create a better ecosystem for enhancing
the returns from agriculture. Consequently
Kudumbashree has initiated seed bank
cultivation among the JLG such that good
quality viable seeds are produced by the
women farmers themselves and are available for other JLG in that particular area.
Such a process also helps in preserving the
bio diversity of particular region as seeds
indigenous to that area are preserved and
propagated. Soil testing has been made
mandatory for the all JLG and the sup-

port of the nearest agriculture lab has been
called for this activity. Credit fow has
been ensured by linking the JLGs with the
bank and in the last fnancial Rs105 Cr has
been linked to the JLGs. Marketing facility
has been provided through the creation of
weekly and monthly markets at the CDS
level. Convergence with state owned Supply co and Vegetable and Fruit promotion
council of Kerala (VFPCK) has been made
for ensuring better price realization for the
farmers. Value addition and marketing ac tivities by the JLGs are also promoted, such
that 80 tonnes of paddy were procured,
milled and marketed under the Kudumbashree brand by JLG groups across the
state Support for diversifed activity Adop tion of new technology, preservation of
traditional agriculture methods and practice
of integrated farming are some of the areas
where support are provided under the
diversifed activity of MKSP project. New
technologies like rain shelter technology,
poly houses, drip irrigation etc which augment the production and help in promoting
sustainable agriculture are introduced to the
farmers and training are provided for mastering these techniques. Traditional agriculture practices like “Panchakrishi” cultivation, pokkali model etc is promoted under
support for traditional agriculture practices.
Integrated farming forms an integral part of
sustainable agriculture. The animal unit and
agriculture augment each other well and
enhance the income generating potential of
farming Farmers are encouraged to produce Jeevamruthu and panchagavya, from
the dung and urine of the animal unit such
that non pesticide and zero budget based
farming methods can be better propagated.
Also the farmers are encouraged to undertake fodder cultivation as intercrop among
the major crop for better land utilization.
Monitoring and evaluation Monitoring and

evaluation forms an integral part of MKSP
programme implemented by Kudumbashree. Different layers of monitoring are
inbuilt into the programme for bringing
better effciency. Monitoring and evalua tion are carried out at both community and
programme level. At the community level
Public disclosure policy has been mandated
for JLGs such that each JLG has to install
display boards exhibiting details regarding
the group, land under cultivation and crop
being cultivated. All the JLGs are required
to register at the FFC and are provided with
a unique identifcation code (UIC) for easy
identifcation. Details regarding the JLG,
extend of cultivation, time of harvest, bank
linkage etc are recorded in registers maintained at the CDS offce. JLG subcommit tee has been formed under each of the CDS

with JLG convener as its head; to address
the issues and requirement of JLG in each
of the Panchyat. At the program level,
agriculture block coordinators, who has
completed diploma course in agriculture
are posted at each of the 152 rural block of
the state act as the frst level of monitors.
They regularly visit the feld and verify and
update the data kept at the CDS level. A
robust MIS system has been created, which
are updated monthly by the CDS accountant for enabling better data capture and
transparency. At the district level Assistant
District Mission Coordinator (ADMC) and
a consultant are positioned for supervising
the activity of the JLG and the block coordinators. At the state level a project team
has been created for constant evaluation of
the project.

Achievement in the year 2014 - 2015
Item

Unit

Number of active JLG

Number

Members number
Area under cultivation (total)

283142
Ha

Average land per JLG (in acres)

38706.73
1.533597

Paddy Ha

10933.97

Banana Ha

10648.35

Tubers

8686.338

Vegetable Ha

8476 .096

Others Ha

2992.986

Number of JLG linked (This fnancial Yerar) No:
Percentage linked

61836

14433
23%

Amount of JLG linked (this fnancial year)
lackhs
Average lending amount

19390.93
134351.38
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